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The sea breeze - friend or foe?
Nev Almond explains how to utilise - and avoid - sea breeze convergences
SEA BREEZES CAN ENHANCE OR HINDER OUR FLYING. AT THE HILL THEY CAN EASILY BRING A PREMATURE END TO A
DAY’S FLYING, TYPICALLY DUE TO A RADICAL CHANGE OF WIND DIRECTION OR WIND SPEED. During an XC flight it is
really down to circumstances whether a sea breeze (as convergence) can be of benefit. I rarely plan to make use
of convergence, but just sometimes it can help you along part of your route, or perhaps be the enabler to mitigate
difficult airspace, difficult geography or an unwanted headwind.
This article explains key aspects of sea breezes and convergence
that are of interest to us. Elaborating the influences of geography,
the day’s prevailing wind and the characteristics necessary to
form a sea breeze will help identify how different sea-breeze
scenarios can influence your day’s flying, whether it be hill based
or an XC.
The basics of a sea breeze and principles of convergence are freely
available in textbooks and over the internet (e.g. Wikipedia) so I
won’t repeat too much here. Much of what I will elaborate is from
practical experience and observation gained during 35 years of
hang gliding. Broadly, my first decade included early experiences
and some unexplained phenomena; the second decade was the
start of some ‘theory forming’; for the last 15 years I have been
putting my pet theories and understanding into practice with
good, repeatable results.
Tracking forecast vs. actual convergence lines is now quite easy
using Internet tools such as the RASP forecast (see the
‘Convergence’ parameter) and Met Office satellite pictures (live
images produced at 15-minute intervals), enhanced by simple
observation if you are tracking your local area.
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Sea breezes
The strength of a sea breeze depends on (i) the inland
temperature and (ii) the degree of instability. A really hot, humid,
but stable day may not generate a sea breeze. Likewise, a really
cold but super-unstable northerly air-mass may also not. As both
temperature and instability increase, the likelihood of a sea breeze
developing increases, until we reach the extreme of a very hot and
super-unstable day when a strong sea breeze is almost
guaranteed.
Given the two variables of temperature and instability, it is an art
to deduce whether a sea breeze will form or not. The best advice is
to build your knowledge using visualisation/observation and the
tools mentioned earlier.
How a sea breeze will affect you depends not just on the (tricky)
determination of whether a sea breeze will form, but the overall
effect you will get when also considering the direction and
strength of the prevailing wind and the local geography. If a sea
breeze forms, unless there is zero wind it will always result in one
of the two following outcomes:
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Convergence: The sea breeze and prevailing wind converge and
cause localised areas to rise – typically as a ‘convergence line’.
Compounding: The sea breeze and the prevailing wind will ‘net’
(or compound), when the prevailing wind is, say, within 45 degrees
of the direction of the sea breeze.
‘Compounding’ is identifiable by a ‘coastline-shape’ area that
encroaches inland, often blue and devoid of cloud. If cloud is
forming it is typically much lower than that of drier air further
inland. The sea breeze ‘nets’ with the prevailing wind, e.g. an 8
mph prevailing wind may become 24 mph as the 16mph sea
breeze pushes through.

using the convergence line itself (at #1) or the next obvious fair
weather cumulus clouds further inland at #5. This may sometimes
be 4 - 8 miles away in strong convergence; in weaker convergence
perhaps only a mile or two.
The points above give a generalised view of the cross-section of
convergence. #6 brings together the complex dynamics of the sea
breeze strength and the strength/direction of the prevailing wind
of the day.

Convergence – the complex dynamics
First, let’s look at the effects of varying the strength of the sea
breeze and the prevailing wind by referring to the three
hypothetical examples in Fig. 2.

Avoid air on the seaward side of convergence … unless
you want to land.
Such compounding can penetrate significant distances: Lasham
gliding club (near Basingstoke) have called days where by 4pm
they forecast the area south of the M4 will be unusable. Another
example is the sea air that often pushes eastwards from the
Bristol Channel, from Bristol through to Devizes and even as far as
Hungerford (Coombe Gibbet area). You should avoid such areas if
flying XC.
Compounding is only of real use us to either make an unsoarable
day soarable (typically a coastal hill), or to bring the wind onto a
hill when the prevailing wind isn’t quite on. More often than not
the opposite can occur: an otherwise soarable hill becomes
unusable (there are some real-world examples later in the article).

Convergence
Convergence is of significant interest to us for the reasons of
either avoiding or utilising it. First I’ll cover some basics of what
typically is going on using a simplistic cross-section of sea-breeze
convergence, referencing the annotations in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2

Example 1 is a day with a gentle 6mph offshore wind, and inland
temperature and instability such that a gentle sea breeze of (say) 6
mph will manifest. In this example I would expect equilibrium to
be maintained, keeping the convergence line quite close to the
coast.
Example 2 is a day with a stronger (15 mph) offshore wind, but the
inland temperature and instability are also stronger such that a
sea breeze of (say) maximum 15 mph can be expected to manifest.
Again, equilibrium could be expected with the convergence line
staying close to the coast as it cannot overcome the energy of the
opposing wind and progress inland.

Fig. 1

In example 1 you would probably find enjoyably usable air (say 400
- 800 ft/min), and in example #2 anything from 1000 - 4000+
ft/min, the latter being anything from surprisingly smooth to
insanely rough.

#1. Convergence cloud is the easiest way to identify convergence.
Where the two air masses meet, the cooler/moister sea air forms
cloud that will ‘hang lower’ than the surrounding clouds. This is
very obvious to the eye (especially at altitude) and easily seen in
the accompanying photographs. The line of lift is typically quite
narrow; say one or two hundred metres wide.

Example 3 considers a more real-world scenario where we also
consider the time-line. The small graph plots the variation of wind
speeds during the course of a day for both the sea breeze and the
prevailing wind. The pink line shows a relatively steady offshore
wind (6 - 8 mph). The sea breeze (yellow line) starts mid-morning,
reaching its near-peak by about 1pm and persisting until 4 - 5pm
before receding. I would expect the sea-breeze convergence line to

#3: Avoid air on the seaward side of convergence unless you want
to land. It will typically be moist, dull air and of much lower
quality of that further inland.
#4 and #5: Whilst air on the landward side of convergence will be
more soarable than that at #3, as a general rule you will tend to
find a void of lift in the area #4, so take an approach of either

Spectacular convergence cloud over the New Forest en route from Bell Hill to Petersfield in the 1980s
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#2: The ‘wedge’ of incoming sea air is an important feature.
Visualise it as a (say) 1:10 incline, e.g. assuming convergence cloud
is at 4000ft you could expect the lower boundary at ground level to
be approx 7 - 8 miles further inland. The boundary line of this
wedge can be erratic in shape, unpredictable, and typically
generates very rough air. To put ‘rough’ into context, I would say of
my 25 roughest and scariest flying moments in 35 years, probably
more than 20 have involved convergence.
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start marching inland by late morning, penetrating 10, maybe
even 20 miles.

There is a further variable: the
direction of the day’s prevailing
wind. Fig. 3 depicts a scenario with
the prevailing wind at 45 degrees.
This would manifest in both
upward convergence and also a
notable eastward ‘flow’ in the
resultant direction. This scenario
would aid progress if flying
eastwards, i.e. providing a
downwind component as well as
providing convergence/lift.
Of course, depending on the day
there are a multitude of different
angles the prevailing wind could hit the convergence at. The
further the prevailing wind tends towards 90 degrees
(perpendicular with the sea breeze), the easier it is for the sea
breeze to progress inland, assuming the same conditions for the
other factors such as opposing wind strengths.
Fig. 3

Thus, once we also take into account the direction of the prevailing
wind, to predict how a convergence line will move inland during
the course of the day it is necessary to consider all these factors:
• The strength of the prevailing wind of the day
• The direction of the prevailing wind of the day
• The ground temperature (the higher the temperature the
stronger the sea breeze)
• The level of instability (the higher the lapse rate the stronger the
sea breeze)
Given the plethora of variables, it’s hardly surprising there isn’t a
formula or table lookup for us to predict how a convergence line
will progress inland during the course of a day. Whilst RASP is
good at indicating the likely presence of convergence, it doesn’t
seem to predict movement with any accuracy. The approach I use
is as follows:
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The numbers are all hypothetical. Given the variables of prevailing
wind and sea-breeze strength (dependent on temperature and
instability) there are infinite possibilities that dictate where the
convergence line will form and how far it tracks inland before
receding in the evening. With a weaker sea breeze and more
dominant prevailing wind you may even find the line of
convergence 2 or 3 miles out to sea - I discovered this by luck in
the 1980s and have since repeated it a few times.

The definitive line of a sea-breeze incursion, killing all convection behind it

I’d been at work in Salisbury, watching the inward progress of the
convergence from the south coast (red line). Shortly afterwards I
was cycling on Salisbury Plain watching the sea-breeze from the
Bristol Channel and the west-north-west wind compounding and
pushing eastwards into Hampshire (yellow line). A unique example
of two sea breezes working in different ways.

Some likely scenarios
Here are four examples of the way convergences may assist
ambitious XC pilots to pursue greater distances.

Scenario 1 - The south coast (Portsmouth Brighton)
This area is a key milk run for the considerable XC traffic going
from sites such as Coombe, Liddington, Frocester, Selsey or even
Wales (Fig. 5). With ever-increasing paragliding distances, pilots will
soon come up against the barrier that has downed probably 90% of
long/ambitious hang glider flights over the years. The gap between
the coast and restricted/low airspace is so narrow you need very
specific conditions (lasting late into the day) to get around the
corner past Brighton and Eastbourne and into Kent.
Fig. 5

• Asses the likely temperature and level of instability to form a
view of the peak strength of sea breeze, which will typically be in
a range of 5 and 18 mph. Realistically, for those ‘quite good’ XC
days we strive to get out for, I would expect somewhere in the
range of 10 - 16 mph to be typical.
• Assess the strength and direction of the prevailing wind and
then use schoolboy mechanics (opposing forces and resultants)
to best guess how far inland the convergence line will progress.
The best education is to learn by assessing days (especially ones
when you can’t fly) by forming a prediction and watching reality
unfold using a series of Met Office satellite pictures. To
demonstrate what you are looking for, Fig. 4 is an example from a
few years ago. The image is from 17:00 on a day with strong
instability, high temperature and a 15 mph west-north-west wind Fig. 4

This problem has been reduced recently with the excellent work
Richard Westgate was involved in to raise the ceiling of the
airspace south of Gatwick from 3500ft to 4500ft. Days in your
favour will need to have the right combination of a more northerly
component (rather than north-west), and/or a stronger wind,
and/or a day that is less conducive to strong sea breezes so that
the convergence is of use but doesn’t wipe out the entire narrow
corridor with the ingress of sea air. I hope this article will help
stimulate a strategy to achieve big flights into Kent from Hants,
Wilts and beyond.

Scenario 2 - The Westbury area
Ever-popular Westbury is marked with a yellow dot on the northwest edge of the Danger Area (Fig. 6). The three diagrams show a
typical min/max penetration of the convergence line given a
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prevailing north, north-west, or west-north-west wind (Westbury is
flyable in all three). The north wind gives the best chance of
‘holding off’ the encroaching sea breeze from the Bristol Channel.
This allows a useful north-south convergence line to set up,
probably of most use to hang gliders during the return leg of an
out-and-return.

the second diagram the yellow dotted line indicates the area of
penetration in a 10 mph westerly wind. The rightmost green dot
marks Frocester, a popular westerly site, and shows the importance
of getting away early before the sea breeze comes in (typically 11:30 1:30) to render the site unflyable in the south-westerly sea breeze.
A sea breeze marching north-east up the Severn
converging with a westerly wind opens up the
opportunity to fly upwind into Wales along the
convergence line. Similarly, you may meet the
same convergence when flying downwind from
Merthyr (SE Wales). This can easily bring an end
to open XC aspirations to the east, but opens up
an opportunity to follow a convergence line back
towards Merthyr. However when approaching
Merthyr you will probably meet yet another sea
breeze; one from the Swansea area that has
been ‘compounded’ with the prevailing wind.

Fig. 6

The third diagram shows how a southerly wind
will hold back the eastward ingress of the sea
With a north-west wind, the convergence will penetrate inland
quicker/deeper as there is less energy required to displace the
prevailing wind. With a west-north-west wind the sea breeze will
penetrate even further inland and quicker. The strength of the
convergence becomes weaker and less predictable as it tends
towards ‘compounding’ instead of ‘convergence’. The transition
between these two conditions often manifests as ‘chaotic
turbulence with sporadic convection’ rather than clearly-defined
convergence.
The third diagram also shows Oliver’s Castle (now closed), Milk Hill
and Coombe; Milk and Oliver’s are often affected by sea breeze
ingress (even more so with a westerly wind and stronger
‘compounding’). In these conditions, don’t leave it too late to get
away from Milk Hill or your day may get killed by sea air - it took
us years to work out that this effect existed!
Fig. 7

Scenario 3 - The wider
Westbury area
Fig. 7 is a wider-area view
showing how sea breezes can
often encroach from both the
west and the south (the two
most leftward dotted lines). In
strong sea-breeze conditions
with a light prevailing wind, the
two sea breezes can even join
up to give the one line of
convergence formed from two
different sea breezes (rightmost
line).

Scenario 4 - The Severn Estuary
Fig. 8 assumes a good day for sea breezes with the dotted lines
indicating a ‘best-guess’ of where the sea breeze has penetrated to
by, say, 3pm. The ‘nil wind’ diagram is a reference: where the sea air
would typically get to without the influence of a prevailing wind (the
same black dotted line is transposed to the other two diagrams). In
Fig. 8

Turbulence in convergence can be anything from nonexistent to off-the-scale.
breeze, useful for pilots flying north from Mere or Milk Hill (both are
marked). Given the ease with which the sea breeze can progress
north you can expect some gentle convergence at the north end of
Cheltenham/Malverns to assist a north or north-west XC route.

Summary
When you are not flying, train yourself using RASP and Satellite
pictures to predict the movement of convergence lines for the days
when you are flying and it matters. If you can cope with the
torture, this is best done on good XC days when you can’t get out.
It may sound a bit nerdy, but such visualisation may one day
mean the difference between being downed after an hour or flying
your socks off for five. It could be time well spent.
I tend to steer away from particularly strong convergence days as
the lift and sink systems tend to get quite large, giving rise to big
gaps between inland soaring and convergence lines. This would be
less of a problem if we had straight and long coastlines (or flew
sailplanes), but in the UK we quickly come up against a change in
the geography or airspace where such gaps will present a problem.
I’ve often found light-to-medium strength convergence quite useful.
A less-significant convergence system tends to blend in better
with surrounding inland thermal conditions, making the transition
in/out of convergence much easier. A good example is being on the
South Downs with marginal instability, whereby some gentle
convergence spices it up a bit with some stronger and more useful
lift. It’s also useful on those blue days when the only significant
clouds are those formed by the convergence – clearly-labelled lift
is always preferable.
On a safety note, turbulence in convergence can be anything from
non-existent to off-the-scale. Avoid landing at the tip of the ‘wedge’
area where the sea breeze and prevailing wind meet. The energy of
two air masses in conflict is significant and the
subsequent turbulence can exist over quite a large
footprint. Make sure your landing is well to one
side of the convergence line or the other. I’ve flown
many XCs in a 10 mph north-westerly prevailing
wind and landed in a 20 mph southerly sea
breeze. Don’t get stuck in the middle!
It shouldn’t take much imagination to see how
sea breezes should influence your choice of site
and XC route. I rate the importance of
understanding sea breezes (for both utilisation
and avoidance) right up there with the subject of
thermal structure and behaviour for getting the
most out of both ridge-based and XC flying. I’ll
happily answer any questions via the ‘UK
Paragliding XC news’ Facebook page.
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